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Abstrakt 

I denna studie analyseras nyheter på lättläst finska för att ta reda på hur texterna 
kvantitativt präglas av riktlinjer kring lättläst finska. Korpusarna samlades av 
nyhetsartiklar skrivna på standardfinska respektive lättläst finska och den komparativa 
analysen syftade till att fastställa vissa kvantitativa parametrar, bl.a. genomsnittlig 
meningslängd och genomsnittlig ordlängd samt lexikal densitet, som tillsammans med 
lexikala särdrag kan karakterisera lättläst skrivning. 
Analysen av materialet visade att både meningslängden och längden på själva texterna i 
enlighet med tidigare forskning var betydlig kortare i lättlästa texter än i texter på 
standardfinska, men meningslängden också var ännu kortare än den övre gränsen som 
angetts i riktlinjerna om lättläst finska. Ett överraskande resultat var att båda korpusarna 
hade ungefär den samma genomsnittliga ordlängden. Även lexikal densitet låg på ungefär 
samma nivå mellan korpusarna. 
Denna studies resultat stödjer tidigare slutsatser om meningslängd men avslöjar oväntade 
likheter angående ordlängd och lexikon. 

In this study, news in easy-to-read Finnish is analyzed to find out how the texts are 
quantitatively characterized by guidelines for easy-to-read Finnish. The corpora were 
collected from news articles written in standard Finnish and easy-to-read Finnish, and the 
comparative analysis was aimed at establishing certain quantitative parameters, including 
average sentence length and average word length as well as lexical density, which 
together with lexical features can characterize easy-to-read writing. 

The analysis of the material showed that both the sentence length and the length of the 
texts themselves, consistent with previous research, were considerably shorter in easy-to-
read texts than in standard Finnish texts, but the sentence length was also shorter than the 
upper limit specified in the guidelines for easy-to-read Finnish. A surprising result was 
that both corpora had about the same average word length. Also, lexical density was at 
approximately the same level between the corpora. 

The results of this study support previous conclusions on sentence length but reveal 
unexpected similarities regarding word length and lexicons. 

Nyckelord: finska, lättläst, nyheter, korpusanalys 
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1 Introduction 

 The purpose of this paper is to examine quantitative trends in texts written in a 

simplified form of Finnish called selkokieli and consider the causes behind these trends, as 

well as to identify opportunities for further research to better understand this important 

intersection of applied linguistics, pedagogy, and prose and literary writing. I will begin by 

providing a summary of the history of selkokieli, followed by a summary of core guidelines 

governing good selkokieli writing. I will then set forth specific hypotheses regarding how the 

effects of these guidelines on selkokieli writing might be quantified. Thereafter, I will explain 

the corpora and methods I used to tackle this quantification, provide the results of my 

analyses, and discuss how my results shed some light on these hypotheses. 

 It has long been recognized that the deliberate, judicious use of the available 

tools of a language - its vocabulary, its syntax, its morphology - is crucial to the creation of 

a text that is easy to understand (Willerton, 2015). While striving not to alter or omit any 

essential information, a writer may modulate the style of a text, such as by avoiding less 

common words, complex grammatical structures, or rare morphological forms, in order to 

make the final text more accessible to a broader readership. This act of simplifying, paring 

down, and clarifying is so transformative that it has been referred to as a form of translation 

(Kimble, 1992), despite the fact that the “source” and “target” texts are written in the same 

language (albeit arguably in different registers). While the possible motivations that could 

compel a writer to willingly refrain from a more artful or adorned manner of expression are 

diverse and naturally depend on the context, recurring themes in the field of “plain language” 

include an effort at better inclusion of people with intellectual disabilities (PWID) in society, 

and a desire to facilitate language acquisition and societal integration for immigrants and 

other adult learners of a second language, in a sort of stepping stone between the classroom 

and daily life among native speakers. Plain language yields myriad benefits, far beyond 

pedagogical support; its value has been recognized in numerous fields of society, including 

public health and social justice (Willerton, 2015). This has spurred both academic study and 

government support, with numerous countries now offering not only official news broadcasts 

but also public and even private services in plain language, which creates the need to study, 

define, and even codify plain language in order to tackle these efforts in as deliberate and 

strategic an approach as possible. 
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1.1 History of the “plain language” register 

 The notion that certain contexts call for plain, easily understood language is far 

from a new one, and advocates point to quotations ranging from Cicero to Chaucer 

(Willerton, 2015). The 20th century saw the arrival of movements in the USA and the UK 

seeking to improve the readability of important texts and to push governments to mandate 

that lawmakers avoid impenetrable legalese and instead provide information and services in 

so-called plain English. Though much of the conversation has centered on reducing legal 

jargon and making legislation more accessible to the people, it has expanded to other 

domains, including a news service “Learning English” provided by the BBC since 1943 

(“BBC Learning English - homepage,” n.d.). The EU has also published guidelines for plain 

language, available in all of the official EU languages (Inclusion Europe, 2009). 

 It was in the late 1970s that a similar movement was starting in Finland, where 

a new prefix selko- (from the adjective selkeä ‘clear’ or ‘easy to understand’) was coined, 

giving rise to terms such as selkokieli, corresponding approximately to “plain language” 

(Leskelä, 2019). Materials written in selkokieli were already being published in the early 

1980’s. Though the early stages of the development of selkokieli were motivated by a desire 

to improve accessibility for PWID, it was quickly realized that a much broader audience 

could benefit from further development of selkokieli. 

 Both in Finland and in a broader international context, a distinction began to 

made between “plain language” used to facilitate communication, usually of legal discourse, 

from institutions to the general public, and “easy-to-read”, which “is defined as simpler than 

plain language and targets persons with special needs” (Vanhatalo and Lindholm, 2020, loc 

6657). It is largely to the latter that the Finnish term selkokieli refers. 

 The Finnish Centre for Easy Language (Fi. Selkokeskus), an organization under 

the aegis of the Finnish Ministry of Social Affairs and Health (“Finnish Centre for Easy 

Language,” n.d.), estimates that the target audience for selkokieli amounts to 650 000–750 

000 people in Finland (11–14 % of the population), pointing to an ever-growing immigrant 

population, worsening reading skills among Finnish youth, and a growing number of senior 

citizens suffering from aging-related cognitive impairment (Juusola, n.d.). In an effort to 

meet this need, Selkokeskus has been publishing a newspaper written entirely in selkokieli, 

titled Selkosanomat (‘Easy-to-read Journal’), since 1990 (“Selkosanomat, LL-Bladet,” 

2019). Yle,  Finland's national public broadcasting company, has been providing news in 
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selkokieli since 1992, originally intended for Finns living abroad but later broadening to 

include immigrants living in Finland (“Yle Uutiset selkosuomeksi,” 2017); since its 

inception, Yle’s selkokieli news service has come to include radio broadcasts and daily 

podcast episodes, TV broadcasts, and written articles posted daily online. 

1.2 Guidelines for selkokieli 

 The first guidelines for writing in selkokieli were set forth in 1990 (Rajala, 

1990). More guidelines have continued to be published, with some offering a more granular 

approach depending on the context or genre of the text being adapted to selkokieli (Leskelä 

and Kulkki-Nieminen, 2015). Representative examples of some of the guidelines given are 

provided below. 

- Vocabulary: 

• Use concrete, everyday words instead of more abstract terms, loanwords, or dialectal 

words (e.g. instead of ajoneuvo ‘road vehicle’, a term used in contexts such as 

legislation and driver’s license categories, a more familiar term such as auto ‘car’ 

should be used) 

• If unavoidable, difficult or unfamiliar terms or concepts should be explained (recent 

political debate regarding sote-uudistus ‘health and social services reform’ in Finland 

created an issue because it introduced an abbreviation sote ‘health and social 

services’, from the considerably longer original term sosiaali- ja terveyspalvelut, that 

had previously been unfamiliar. For the sake of brevity and to be reflective of the fact 

that Finnish society as a whole was gaining awareness of the existence of this term 

as a result of the political debate, news in selkokieli did use the abbreviation sote but, 

at the first mention, included an explanation of the abbreviation ‘the sote reform - 

i.e., the health and social services reform’) 

• Precision should be sacrificed for the sake of simplicity or brevity (instead of 

ammattikorkeakouluopiskelija ‘vocational school student’, simply use opiskelija 

‘student’, and large numbers should be rounded (instead of a number such as 1 532, 

use an approximation such as noin tuhat ‘around one thousand’)) 

• Abbreviations should be avoided, as should figurative language (an idiomatic 

expression such as antaa rukkaset ‘to turn [someone] down, to refuse’ (lit. ‘to give 

mittens [to]’) is indirect and opaque, and should be replaced with a more 

straightforward expression such as torjua ‘to refuse, to reject’) 
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- Grammar: 

• Avoid rare or unusual inflectional forms (e.g. a phrase such as on lähtemäisillään ‘is 

about to leave’ employs a relatively obscure verb inflection and should be replaced 

by lähtee ‘is leaving, will leave’; the loss in subtle distinction is deemed an acceptable 

sacrifice in order to rely on verb forms that readers can be expected to understand) 

• Word order should be as close to canonical (SVO) as possible 

• Longer sentences should be broken up into shorter ones, and complications like 

nested subordinate clauses, multiple relative clauses, or complex attributives should 

either be cut out or broken up 

• Non-finite clauses (a specific class of verbal inflections called lauseenvastikkeet), 

representing both very dense information and a morphological form that is generally 

rare in spoken Finnish, are virtually absent from selkokieli 

• Where possible, negatives should be rephrased with a positive (e.g. instead of älä 

unohda ‘don’t forget!’, it is more direct to say muista ‘remember!’). 

- Content: 

• The text should be addressed to the target audience: anything not of direct interest 

should be omitted, as should circumlocutions or colorful expressions  

(“Finnish Centre for Easy Language,” n.d.) 

The above guidelines are qualitative and non-specific in nature; the only 

concrete criterion that I was able to find regarding an ideal or maximum sentence 

length, for example, was a passing reference that 14-word or longer sentence is likely 

already quite long for a selkokieli reader (Leskelä, 2019). Greater specificity can be 

found in longer, more detailed guidelines, such as a recommendation to avoid using 

the rare abessive form of nouns (instead of rahatta, use ilman rahaa). 

Recommendations regarding word length can be conflicting, however; a selkokieli 

writer may be advised to avoid long compound words, even at the cost of precision, 

yet also instructed to avoid the use of unfamiliar hypernyms, e.g., preferring a specific, 

more precise term such as lasi or lautanen ‘glass’ or ‘plate’ instead of a less-familiar 

hypernym such as astiasto ‘tableware’ (Virtanen, 2009). Adding to the uncertainty, I 

have been unable to find quantitative guidelines for word length; the same text that 

posited 14 words as nearing the upper bounds of sentence length does not appear to 

offer any numerical value for word length. 
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1.3 Previous studies 

 Linguists have recognized this to be a domain that offers many possibilities for 

more detailed research of how selkokieli theory and prescription translate into practical 

usage. Much of this research has been comparative, a perhaps unsurprising trend as many 

selkokieli texts are not written ex nihilo but instead are adaptations from pre-existing articles, 

books, and other sources written in yleiskieli ‘standard written Finnish’. Three recent studies 

- from Nummi (2013), Kulkki-Nieminen (2010), and Vanhatalo and Lindholm (2020) - have 

been of particular importance in informing and guiding the present study. 

 Nummi took a comparative, partly qualitative approach to lexical changes 

between yleiskieli newspaper articles and their selkokieli adaptations (Nummi, 2013). 

Quantitatively, her findings showed that selkokieli texts were shorter than the originals, and 

made slightly less frequent use of compound words. Nummi sought to examine word 

categories, classifying words into content words (nouns, adjectives, and verbs that convey 

information context, e.g. suosittelee ‘recommends’ or karhu ‘bear’) and functional words 

(e.g. particles, auxiliary verbs, or pronouns, such as tämä ‘this’ or joka ‘who’ (relative 

pronoun)); she was surprised to find no significant difference in the prevalence of content 

words versus functional words between yleiskieli and selkokieli texts. 

 Kulkki-Nieminen’s analysis was similarly directed towards news texts; salient 

findings include a preference in selkokieli to explicitly state human agents, even with as 

generic a word as ihminen ‘person’, instead of pronouns (Kulkki-Nieminen, 2010). Seizing 

on this finding, Vanhatalo and Lindholm focused their study on Natural Semantic 

Metalanguage (NSM) “primes”, which have been defined as “semantically simple (i.e. 

irreducible) concepts that decades of painstaking empirical research involving dozens of 

typologically and genetically unrelated languages have proven to be traceable (i.e. 

lexicalized) in all of them” and as “true lexical universals that are readily cross-translatable” 

(Sadow, 2020 loc 73). Vanhatalo and Lindholm, noting that ihminen is an NSM prime in 

Finnish, found that NSM primes are around twice as frequent in selkokieli texts; in addition 

to ihminen, they identify ‘many’, ‘kind’, ‘much’, and ‘body as particularly frequent NSM 

primes that they suggest may “play some special role” in selkokieli (Vanhatalo and 

Lindholm, 2020 loc 6813). These findings have provided important results in the effort to 

identify the characteristics of selkokieli writing. 
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 Additional insight remains to be gained, however, in quantitative analysis of 

differences between the standard register of written Finnish and selkokieli, as a means to 

examine how the guidelines are translated into actual practice by selkokieli writers. 

1.4 Hypotheses 

 Several quantitative parameters offer the potential for further analysis. Based 

on the general guidelines described above, which advise against long compound words and 

complex sentences, I hypothesize that selkokieli journalists would, whether intentionally or 

unintentionally, output texts in which sentence length is on average reduced, both in terms 

of average number of words per sentence and in terms of average number of characters per 

sentence. Similarly, my second hypothesis is that the average word length (characters per 

word) would be considerably reduced in selkokieli when compared to equivalent texts written 

in yleiskieli. This second hypothesis is of interest to me because of the above-mentioned 

tension between avoiding overly-precise, lengthy compound words while also preferring 

everyday hyponyms (‘plate’, ‘car’) over unfamiliar hypernyms that are more the domain of 

jargon (‘tableware’, ‘road vehicle’). Also, at the word level, I posit that selkokieli texts will 

contain a lower average number of unique lexemes, a natural consequence of guidelines that 

focus on proscribing or recommending against large categories of words. 

More qualitatively, I also intend to consider differences between the most frequent words; 

given the emphasis in selkokieli journalism on conveying clear and concise information at 

the expense of the stylistic elegance that is more appreciated in fictional literature, I anticipate 

that my analysis of lexical frequency will allow me to identify certain words that are 

characteristic of selkokieli writing, similar to Numi’s observation regarding the characteristic 

use of ihminen ‘person’. 

2 Methods 

 To investigate these hypotheses, I created two corpora - one composed of 

selkokieli texts, one composed of yleiskieli texts - in order to compare the two. I also 

identified the parameters that needed to be investigated in order to assess the hypotheses, and 

the software tools to help me calculate the results.  
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2.1 Corpora 

 Corpus analysis is an indispensable tool for studying the above hypotheses. 

Broadly speaking, a corpus here refers to a collection of written texts selected on the basis of 

specific design criteria for the purpose of certain linguistic analyses (Weisser, 2015). Because 

this paper is focused on selkokieli in actual practice, not just in theory, it is important to 

collect a sample of selkokieli “in the wild” instead of merely relying on examples given in 

guidelines. Identifying the design criteria is a crucial step that must be taken before the texts 

can be identified and collected - the design criteria need to be selected so as to make the 

analysis as simple and powerful as possible. The concept of a corpus can be stretched very 

far, even including spoken word samples, but based on some of the basic corpus types set 

forth by Weisser (2015), I have set out to create corpora that are based on plain-text (stripped 

of formatting such as bold or italics), as synchronic as possible (from the same time period 

and thus largely free of the changes over time that accumulate in language evolution), 

specific in nature (limited to a specific domain of Finnish, rather than attempting to create a 

snapshot of the entire Finnish language as a whole), and static (once created, the corpora are 

meant to remain fixed and not be subject to later revisions, additions, or deletions). 

 The corpora used will need to encompass selkokieli texts written by trained 

professionals, and must be selected from sufficiently similar contexts to allow for meaningful 

identification of trends, while also offering adequate heterogeneity so as to avoid focusing 

on a single author or topic, which could skew the results. Lastly, the corpus should ideally 

be available in a digitized form, so that a large body of text can be collected without time-

consuming manual typing of printed materials for later digital analysis; in addition to saving 

time, building a corpus from digitized source texts helps to avoid the risk of typographical 

errors from manual entry. 

 Selkokieli is a broad field that covers multiple genres, each with their own 

specific additional guidelines (Leskelä and Kulkki-Nieminen, 2015). In their section on 

selkokieli news writing, Leskelä and Kulkki-Nieminen describe it as characterized by being 

topical and of current interest (focused recent or ongoing events, not historical events) and 

having content that will be interesting either to society as a whole or a defined readership, 

often containing new or surprising information, typically though not necessarily presented in 

an impartial, neutral manner (2015, p. 65). The characteristics of news writing have an impact 
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on the language used; to isolate the characteristics of selkokieli and eliminate interference 

from linguistic differences across genres, this study is focused entirely on news writing. 

 Based on these parameters, a corpus was created from selected articles 

published on the above-mentioned Selkosanomat website. Yle’s Uutiset selkosuomeksi 

service was considered as a possible source, but was deemed potentially unsuitable because 

the individual articles are quite short (frequently considerably fewer than 10 sentences) and 

are in fact composed of transcripts of radio broadcasts; they are accordingly written with 

listening comprehension in mind, not necessarily reading comprehension, making them less 

suitable for the present analysis; selkokieli guidelines have explicitly noted that the 

fundamental approaches to preparing written selkokieli texts cannot be directly applied to 

spoken selkokieli (Leskelä, 2019). 

 As too narrow a focus on a specific subject matter within the news could yield 

misleading results, 10 articles were selected from different domains: domestic (Finnish) 

news, foreign affairs, sports, arts and entertainment, and Teema (miscellaneous articles, 

sometimes longer in form, that do not necessarily pertain to developing current events but 

instead profile interesting individuals or phenomena). 

 The topics of the ten articles are bears awakening from hibernation in the 

spring, efforts to have more women included in the armed forces, privatization of parking 

fine enforcement, the swearing in of a new Russian prime ministers, the spread of the novel 

coronavirus in Italy, shootings in Germany, a Finnish tennis star's success, a profile on an ice 

cross downhill athlete, the newest album from singer Antti Tuisku, and divided opinions 

regarding wolves. The corpora themselves are included in the appendices. 

 For comparison, I also constructed a parallel corpus of articles written in 

yleiskieli and selected from media sources not catering to selkokieli readers. To minimize the 

impact of unrelated factors and better isolate differences brought about by the conversion 

from yleiskieli to selkokieli, the articles selected were written about identical or nearly 

identical topics as those in the selkokieli corpus, with a one-to-one correspondence (thus, 10 

articles in each corpus). I extracted the articles from Yle’s standard news service and from 

the newspaper of record Helsingin Sanomat. The previously-mentioned problems brought 

about by Yle’s selkokieli news being written with radio broadcast in mind are not relevant to 

their news written in yleiskieli, which is separate from their radio broadcast services. 
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2.2 Parameters 

 It is then important to select comparison parameters that are appropriate for the 

purpose and scope of this analysis (Weisser, 2015).  Two parameters of interest are simple 

numerical values - average sentence length (number of words and/or number of letters per 

sentence) and average word length (number of letters per word). 

 Going into greater detail, lexical analysis is also a promising approach to 

examine these corpora. The average number of unique lexemes per unit length would allow 

for a quantitative examination of the practical effects of guidelines advising against 

unfamiliar words or rare inflectional forms and promoting simplicity. It is hypothesized that 

these guidelines would result in fewer unique lexemes. Also relevant is identification of the 

most frequently used lexemes. These parameters are directly linked to the above-mentioned 

hypotheses and should provide clear findings regarding these hypotheses. 

 Identifying unique lexemes poses a special challenge, however, because of the 

richly inflected structure of the Finnish language. A more detailed explanation of this 

challenge is provided in the Tools section below. 

2.3 Tools 

 Although some of these parameters, such as average word length, could be 

calculated by using standard tools included with popular word processing software such as 

Microsoft Word, other parameters, including sentence length and identification of most 

common words, will require more specialized software. I have used Mladen Adamovic’s 

website Online-Utility.org, which is available to the public free of charge and provides easy-

to-use and practical tools for linguistic analysis. The Text Analyzer tool provides a wealth of 

information that covers all the parameters laid out above and more, such as number of 

syllables. Interestingly, the Text Analyzer tool also identifies “top phrases”, or sets of 

multiple words that occur multiple times within a corpus. Although these top phrases did not 

figure in my initial hypotheses, their inclusion in the results may provide unexpected 

findings. Fig. 1 and 2 illustrate examples of the raw output from the Text Analyzer. 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
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 Although the Text Analyzer also helpfully provides lists of unique words, it is 

blind to Finnish inflection and will count words such as ihmiset ‘people’ or ihmisen ‘of a 

person’ as distinct despite the fact that they arise from inflection of the same lexeme. A noun 

such as ihminen has well over 20 inflectional forms, and this number is considerably higher 

for all Finnish verbs. Solving this requires some “manual” labor - using Microsoft Excel to 

arrange the lists of words and their frequencies into alphabetical order, I ‘collapsed’ inflected 

forms into their root lexemes, given here as the lemma form. I have identified the 50 most 

common words in each corpus, then searched for their inflected forms and incorporated them 

into a lexeme count, such that, for example, 12 examples of the word ihminen and 11 

examples of the word ihmisiä would be counted as 23 examples of the lexeme IHMINEN. 

Words below the 50 most common words individually constitute less than .1% of the 

respective corpus, and thus are believed not to represent lexemes that could be considered 

characteristic of the linguistic register used, so I deemed it an inefficient use of effort to 

identify and collapse together the various inflectional forms of these much less frequent 

words. Winnowing the top 50 words into their respective lexemes is assumed to have 

sufficiently adjusted for these issues so as to enable me to be reasonably certain that the top 

30 lexemes after this adjustment are truly representative of the most frequent lexemes in the 

corpora. 
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 Compound words derived from, for example, two nouns (e.g. pääministeri 

‘prime minister’, derived from pää ‘head’ and ministeri ‘minister’) are regarded as distinct 

lexemes from their root words. 

 Finally, for the purpose of qualitative analysis, I have categorized these top 30 

lexemes into functional words and content words, and attempted to further sub-categorize 

the content words into clearly context-specific content words and more likely general-

purpose content words (for example, the high frequency of the lexeme SUSI ‘wolf’ in a story 

about wolves is regarded as context-specific, but the appearance of a common content word 

such as VUOSI ‘year’ is much less likely to be solely related to the subject matter of the 

article). 

3 Results 

3.1 Sentence length 

 The result relevant to my first hypothesis is sentence length. My selkokieli 

corpus contained a total of 207 sentences, with the total number of characters (including 

spaces) at 12,293, yielding 59.4 characters per sentence. In the yleiskieli corpus, the total 

number of sentences is 523, with the total number of characters (including spaces) amounting 

to 49,959, for an average of 95.5 characters per sentence. For another dimension of analysis, 

the selkokieli and yleiskieli texts amounted to 1,480 and 5,687 words, respectively, resulting 

in an average of 7.15 words per sentence and 10.9 words per sentence in selkokieli and in 

yleiskieli, respectively.  

3.2 Characters per word 

 Investigating my second hypothesis requires the total number of characters 

excluding spaces, which amounts to 10,447 characters for the selkokieli corpus and 42,961 

for the yleiskieli corpus. Dividing these values by the relevant numbers of words produces 

an  . By later manipulating the lists of unique words in each corpus that were 

outputted by the Text Analyzer, I was also able to calculate that the median word length was 

8 letters in both of the corpora. 
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3.3 Unique words 

 The Text Analyzer tool identified 935 unique words (including different 

inflectional forms of the same lexeme) in the selkokieli corpus, resulting in 63% lexical 

density. These figures were 3,248 unique words and 57% lexical density for the yleiskieli 

corpus. 

Table 1 presents the 30 most common lexemes in each corpus. 

3.3.1 Table 1: 30 most common lexemes in each corpus 

Selkokieli Yleiskieli 

OLLA to be OLLA to be 

JA and JA and 

SUSI wolf EI not 

ETTÄ that SE it 

EI not ETTÄ that 

SE it HÄN/HE he/she/they 

KARHU bear SUSI wolf 

ITALIA Italy JOKA who (relative pronoun) 

SUOMI Finland MYÖS also 

VENÄJÄ Russia VUOSI year 

HÄN/HE he/she/they VOIDA can 

IHMINEN person KERTOA to tell 

MIES man SUOMI Finland 

PÄÄMINISTERI prime minister HAALARIKAMERA body camera 

VUOSI year MIŠUSTIN Mishustin (name) 

HALUTA to want MUTTA but 

JOKA who (relative pronoun) NAINEN woman 

LAHTI (here: surname) TAI or 

MYÖS also KÄYTTÖ use 
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SANOA to say MUKAAN according to 

KERTA time LAHTI (here: surname) 

ARMEIJA army KUIN as 

KAIKKI all KUN when 

KORONAVIRUS coronavirus TUISKU Tuisku (name) 

PUTIN Putin SANOA to say 

KÄYDÄ to go VENÄJÄ Russia 

NUKKUA to sleep ESIMERKIKSI for example 

SAADA to get NIIN thus 

SUOMALAINEN Finnish JO already 

LAJI type OSA part 

Yellow highlight: functional words 

Light blue highlight: clearly context-specific content words 

No highlight: content words not immediately identifiable as context-specific 

 

 Though not a primary parameter in the present study, the Text Analyzer yielded 

surprising results regarding the frequency of appearance of identical phrases composed of 

multiple words. Table 2 shows several selected phrases that appear multiple times in the 

respective corpora. 

3.3.2 Table 2: Selected repeating phrases 

Selkokieli Yleiskieli 

venäjän uusi pääministeri on 

mihail mišustin 2 metsästäjät liikkuvat luonnossa ja tietävät missä susia 2 

kolmasosa miehistä ei käy 

armeijaa 2 

pohjois italiassa kaksi ihmistä on kuollut 

koronavirukseen 2 

Harjoitukset seitsemän kertaa 

viikossa 2 

ampumiset tapahtuivat myöhään keskiviikkoiltana 

paikallista aikaa 2 
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Venäjän uusi pääministeri 3 

ulkopoliittisen instituutin vanhempi tutkija Jussi 

Lassila 2 

ei käy armeijaa 3 apulaistietosuojavaltuutettu Jari Råman 
 

pohjois italiassa 3 

Maavoimien komentaja, kenraaliluutnantti Petri 

Hulkko 2 

  
kertoo että 5 

 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Sentence length 

 The results regarding sentence length provide clear insight as to my first 

hypothesis: the average selkokieli sentence has only 62.2% as many characters and 65.6% as 

many words as the average yleiskieli sentence. The average of 7.15 words is considerably 

lower than Leskelä’s suggested upper limit of 14 words. In fact, the longest sentence in the 

entire selkokieli corpus was 13 words (124 characters) long. The yleiskieli corpus, in contrast, 

contained multiple sentences longer than 20 words, the maximum sentence length being 29 

words. This suggests that sentence length is one domain of selkokieli adaptation that is 

carefully considered by writers, although the thought process behind this result, including 

how consciously writers check their work against this parameter, would require further 

research most likely including interviews with writers. Another possibility for further 

research would be to employ a larger corpus to examine trends in sentence length in greater 

detail, including how frequently sentence length approaches this suggested upper limit. 

4.2 Article length 

 Though the corpus size of 10 articles each does not allow for generalization at 

the article length level, it is anecdotally interesting that the longest article in the selkokieli 

corpus was 327 words, followed somewhat distantly by the second-longest at 205 words, 

whereas the yleiskieli articles routinely pushed past these numbers, with the longest article 

reaching 1120 words, followed closely by another article at 1032 words. This finding recalls 

Nummi’s results showing that selkokieli texts were shorter overall. It is not clear whether 
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this is a natural consequence of shorter sentences, or linked to a desire to avoid longer texts 

because of differences in attention span or cognitive ability in PWID, who are an important 

part of the selkokieli readership. Such issues may not be relevant to immigrants and other 

adult language learners, however; indeed, there are fiction books that have been adapted into 

selkokieli and surpass 100 pages, suggesting that long-form news articles could potentially 

represent an untapped domain for selkokieli readers. The longest article in the yleiskieli 

corpus was a profile of recording artist Antti Tuisku; it would be interesting to consider how 

or indeed whether such a text could successfully be adapted to selkokieli. 

4.3 Word length 

A more surprising result arises from the analysis of word length: the average word length in 

the selkokieli corpus is 93.4% the average word length in the yleiskieli corpus. This result 

would appear to disprove my hypothesis that selkokieli writers consistently make a greater 

effort to avoid using long words than yleiskieli writers, and at least suggests that sentence 

length represents a considerably more characteristic feature of selkokieli texts than word 

length. 

 Though the selkokieli guidelines do not specifically define what constitutes a 

long word, they are unequivocally clear in the emphasis that they place on brevity and on 

breaking up compound words where possible The purpose is not only to avoid needlessly 

specific information (e.g. saying simply ‘student’ instead of ‘vocational school student’), but 

also purportedly because internal word boundaries are difficult to identify and because word 

compounding is a very productive process in Finnish and constantly yields neologisms that 

hinder comprehension; examples, such as ✖ muutoksenhakuohje > ohje muutoksenhakuun 

or ✖ viestintäasiantuntija > viestinnän asiantuntija (Leskelä, 2019, p. 132), are clear 

evidence that a strict interpretation of this directive to break up compound words should yield 

reduced word lengths. 

 Rather than a single explanation, it is likely that a number of factors are at play 

here. In particular, the results regarding the most frequent lexemes have shown that many of 

the most frequent content words in both corpora are very short - the 10 most frequent lexemes 

of the yleiskieli corpus, accounting for approximately 17.1% of the entire corpus, have 

lemmas ranging from only 2 to at most 5 letters, and these are just the most frequent 

examples, with extremely short content words such as JO ‘already’ continuing to appear 
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going down the list. Although the selkokieli corpus clearly makes use of the same short 

content words, it is possible that their extremely frequent use has smoothed out the averages 

between the two corpora. The median word length for unique words (not lexemes) in the 

selkokieli corpus was 8 letters; surprisingly, the median word length in the yleiskieli corpus 

was exactly the same, a coincidence that adds support for the notion that word length 

differences between the two registers are overall not significant. The exact matching of the 

median word length in both corpora was perhaps the result that surprised me the most. 

 At its extremes, the yleiskieli corpus did not shy away from employing 

remarkably long words, such as arvonlisäverotusjärjestelmässä and 

maanpuolustuskoulutusyhdistyksen (30 and 32 characters, respectively), but such examples 

are in fact relatively rare, and all words longer than 18 characters account for only 1.8% of 

the yleiskieli corpus compared to 1.2% of the selkokieli corpus. While the absence of absolute 

any word longer than 21 characters from the selkokieli text is indeed characteristic of 

selkokieli writing and is indicative that writers and journalists are taking the above-mentioned 

guidelines into account, the impact of this property nearly vanishes when averaged out across 

large-enough corpora. The use of average word length as the primary parameter to explore 

how selkokieli guidelines affect content thus appears to provide an incomplete picture. This 

provides an opportunity for further research in the future that focuses, for example, on the 

extremities of word length and identifies more detailed trends at both ends of this spectrum. 

 Another relevant factor may be tied to the history of the development of “plain 

language” registers in different languages. Recommendations against using long words are 

commonplace in guidelines for writing plain English (Kimble, 1992), and are reflective of 

the fact that long words in the formal register often call on Greek or Latinate roots that may 

be opaque to lower-level language learners or less educated individuals, such as 

“circumvent” (one suggestion being to use “get around” instead). With one study of loanword 

typology finding that English is composed of 41.0% loanwords versus 26.3% in Finnish 

(Haspelmath and Tadmor, 2009), this represents a significant difference between English and 

Finnish. Also relevant is the high productivity of noun compounding in Finnish (Karlsson, 

2017); efforts to shield selkokieli readers from frighteningly long compound words have a 

limitation in the sheer volume of Finnish words produced by compounding, whether they be 

recent neologisms or in the 19th century revival and modernization of the Finnish language. 

Some of the longest words in the selkokieli corpus, such as luonnonsuojeluliitto, are in fact 

quite transparent when broken down into constituent parts (‘nature’ + ‘protection, defense’ 
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+ ‘league’, or the “Association for Nature Conservation”; incidentally, all of the constituent 

words of the Finnish term are of Uralic origin, while three of the four words in the English 

translation are latinate in origin). Indeed, Vanhatalo and Lindholm (2020) point to the 

possibility of an Indo-European bias in guidelines against long words and noun 

compounding, and selkokieli authors may have, whether consciously or unconsciously, 

limited their efforts to avoid long words as a result. 

 While these findings are not conclusive, they do provide some evidence on 

which to base quantitative guidelines regarding word length: words that are 20 characters in 

length or longer are almost entirely absent from my selkokieli corpus. This represents not 

only a potential characteristic parameter that sets apart selkokieli texts, but also a possible 

rule of thumb for selkokieli authors to assess the suitability of their writing for the targeted 

readership. 

4.4 Word and lexeme frequency 

 The lexical density, found by dividing the number of unique words by the total 

number of words in the corpus, showed that the yleiskieli corpus actually employed fewer 

hapax legomena (words occurring only once in a corpus) on average than the selkokieli 

corpus. At only a 6% difference, the gulf separating the two lexical densities is not enormous, 

and may not be statistically significant, but it is contrary to the anticipated result of a higher 

lexical density in the yleiskieli corpus. Although selkokieli writers seek to employ “simpler” 

words from a more quotidian register, the results suggest that so doing does not cause them 

to in turn reduce the variety of words, almost as though the lexicons available to selkokieli 

writers and yleiskieli writers are of the same size, and simply belong to different registers. 

Another factor responsible for the similarity in lexicon size may be the fact that both corpora 

come from a relatively narrow genre - news writing - dealing with current events that cannot 

be discussed without employing a certain core of essential vocabulary. 

 The qualitative nature of interpreting the 30 most frequent lexemes makes for 

a more challenging and more speculative analysis. One of the most frequent lexemes, and 

indeed the most frequent lexeme that is neither a functional word nor a content word linked 

directly to context, in the selkokieli corpus is IHMINEN, consistent with Kulkki-Numinen’s 

analysis (2010). This bolsters the notion that the frequent use of the lexeme IHMINEN is 

characteristic of selkokieli writing. Somewhat more surprising is the almost equally frequent 

use of MIES ‘man’; however, this lexeme appears in only 3 out of 10 articles, one of which 
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relates to Finland’s currently male-only conscription, so this result is unlikely to be indicative 

of a general trend in selkokieli. 

 One striking feature is the similarity in the use of the most common functional 

words between the two corpora - specifically, the lexemes OLLA ‘to be’, JA ‘and’, ETTÄ 

‘that’, EI ‘not’, and HÄN/SE ‘he/she/it. The fact that these words dominate the most frequent 

lexemes in both corpora supports Nummi’s finding (2013) that the prevalence of functional 

words versus content words was surprisingly similar between the two linguistic registers. 

While the prevalence of the verb ‘to be’ and the conjunction ‘and’ is hardly surprising giving 

the extremely basic and essential nature of these words, the fact that the conjunction ‘that’ is 

nearly as prevalent in yleiskieli as in selkokieli comes as a mild surprise. 

 Finnish grammar provides certain non-finite verb forms - special infinitive and 

participle constructions - that obviate the need to use ‘that’ to express subordinate clauses; 

these non-finite forms, due to their succinctness, are said to be favored in the written language 

but largely absent from the colloquial spoken language, and their use is specifically 

proscribed in selkokieli. Though not one of my principal hypotheses, I would have expected 

‘that’ to consequently be much less frequent in yleiskieli, but this was not the case. This 

surprise is further enhanced by the appearance of the conjunction KUN ‘when’, which 

occurred at a frequency of around 0.3% in both corpora, despite the fact that non-finite verb 

forms also offer the opportunity to sidestep this conjunction as well. It is possible that 

yleiskieli authors, seeking to appeal to a broad readership, have been avoiding these 

somewhat rare or complex verb inflections themselves; the topic represents a potential area 

for further research. 

 The interactions between these efficiencies that Finnish grammar makes 

available and the desire to avoid excessively dense information offer a rich field of discussion 

far beyond the scope of the present study. In her guidelines for writing selkokieli, Leskelä 

advises against the use of participial clauses as attributive descriptors - instead of poliisille 

puhuneet myyjät, she suggests myyjät, jotka puhuivat poliisille (2019, p. 147). While it is 

nearly impossible to render this distinction in comprehensible English, her suggestion favors 

a simple relative clause (‘vendors who spoke to the police’) over a denser, preposed 

participial clause (which could be approximated in English as ‘to-the-police having-spoken 

vendors’). This single fact might suggest that the relative pronoun JOKA would be more 

frequent in selkokieli texts. However, its prevalence was roughly equivalent across the two 

corpora - around 0.7% - and it appeared in top 20 most frequent lexemes for both; indeed, its 
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ranking relative to other lexemes was higher in the yleiskieli corpus. One possible 

explanation is that the proposal to use relative clauses to replace attributive participial clauses 

is offset by a recommendation to minimize use of subordinate clauses, including relative 

clauses, such that a sentence of the type “He lived in a house that was built in the 1990s” 

might be rendered as “He lived in a house. The house was built in the 1990s” in selkokieli. 

 The most frequent lexemes of the yleiskieli corpus contains three content words 

- SANOA ‘to say’, KERTOA ‘to relate, to tell’, and MUKAAN ‘according to’ - that used to 

convey reported speech and link it to its source. Only one of these - SANOA - is among the 

top 30 most frequent lexemes in the selkokieli corpus. It is possible that journalistic rigor 

compels yleiskieli reporters to consistently refer to their sources, whereas simplicity and 

directness are so imperative in selkokieli writing that writers there end up citing their sources 

less frequently. This possibility is reinforced by the fact that the exact phrase kertoo että 

‘states that’ is repeated 5 times in the yleiskieli corpus. Here, the most frequent phrases of 

multiple words may provide some insight - the yleiskieli corpus contained a number of 

repeated phrases that referred back to persons cited (interviewees, experts, commentators), 

including one repeated phrase (ulkopoliittisen instituutin vanhempi tutkija Jussi Lassila) that 

was 58 characters long. The emphasis that journalists place on not only citing sources’ 

identities but also sources’ titles and thus their claim to authoritativeness likely plays a role 

here. To my knowledge, there are no major guidelines for how selkokieli writers should 

incorporate direct quotations into their articles, meaning that this represents a potential 

domain for further refining the characteristics of selkokieli writing. 

5 Limitations 

 The present study has several limitations, the majority of which pertain to its 

scope. 

 First and foremost, the size of the corpora represents a significant limitation. 

Findings extracted from corpora amounting only to several thousand words cannot be 

described as being representative of a language or linguistic registers as a whole, merely as 

suggestive of possible trends. In addition to the relatively low word counts, the low number 

of articles constituting these corpora means that it is difficult to rule out biases introduced 

from the idiolects of the individual authors. Also at play are diachronic shifts in language - 

for example, as the selkokieli readership becomes acquainted with previously unfamiliar 
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terms such as sote ‘health and social services’ or koronavirus ‘coronavirus’, the ways that 

authors handle these terms according to the guidelines will shift, and their prevalence in the 

selkokieli lexicon may increase. 

 In future research, this first limitation may be addressed by making use of larger 

corpora. The Language Bank of Finland, the result of collaboration among Finnish 

universities, has separate corpora of news articles written in selkokieli and yleiskieli spanning 

at least 7 years and amounting to millions of words, offering the opportunity to perform 

analyses more representative of the Finnish language as a whole, but analysis of such large 

corpora lay beyond the scope of the present study. 

 Another limitation is the fact that only the 50 most common words were 

collapsed into their respective lexemes, such that on ‘is’ and ovat ‘are’ have been combined 

into the lexeme OLLA ‘to be’ but less frequent words such as poika ‘boy’ and poikia ‘boys’ 

have been counted separately. More than two-thirds of unique words in the yleiskieli corpus 

occurred only once in the entire corpus, but it is possible that there may be lurking lexemes 

that have been spread out across many different inflectional forms, causing them to be 

excluded from the analysis. The most common lexeme OLLA ‘to be’ was spread out over at 

least 26 different inflectional forms, and an analysis that applies this holistic view to all the 

lexemes in the corpora might yield different findings, but would require either software 

capabilities or manual effort beyond the scope of the present study. Regrettably, this 

limitation also weakens the impact of the results for lexical density, which only takes unique 

words into account, not unique lexemes. 

 A third limitation is the relatively superficial analysis of the parameters; the 

analysis has taken into consideration factors such as overall averages and, in some instances, 

explored trends at the upper and lower limits of the parameters, but further insight could be 

gained by, for example, creating classifications with the parameters in order to identify 

broader trends. One possibility would be to designate certain length ranges for “short”, 

“medium”, and “long” sentences and investigate how these categories vary between 

selkokieli and yleiskieli texts; ultra-short, two-word sentences may be more common in 

selkokieli texts, for instance, but such analysis lay outside the scope of these study. It should 

also be noted that the present study did not involve statistical analysis of significance or p-

values, making it impossible to assert whether any of the findings are statistically significant. 
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6 Conclusion 

 The present study has yielded unexpected findings that challenge basic 

assumptions about selkokieli practices, while also providing results that bolster findings from 

previous studies. The evidence from these corpora supports the notion that selkokieli writers 

do indeed output texts with shorter sentences, and that their efforts to do so may even go 

beyond recommendations, raising the question of whether it is the guidelines that should be 

revisited or whether selkokieli writers should scale back their efforts to reduce sentence 

length. Most surprising is the result that word length as a whole was strikingly similar 

between the two corpora. With the lack of quantitative, numerical guidelines regarding word 

length, this result does not necessarily imply that selkokieli writers are not following 

instructions, but does provide evidence that word length represents a topic that should be 

investigated further. The findings regarding word and lexeme frequency, while less 

definitive, also suggest that the differences between the two registers at the lexical level, 

when averaged out, are not as vast as one might be led to believe. Further studies, including 

research that analyzes different genres such as fiction writing or public relations, could help 

provide more information in order to better understand how selkokieli and yleiskieli differ 

not only in theory but also in practice. 
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